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World Gourmet Summit takes Art of 
Dining beyond the table 

By Fiona Tan

The World Gourmet Summit will be back in Singapore next month, but 
organisers say the Art of Dining is not just about tasting the food.

When it comes to tasting exquisite food like foie gras, nothing it seems, not 
even the economic slowdown, will stop Singaporeans from some fine dining 
indulgence.

Advertisement
The Summit's popular Masterchef Safaris, where diners take a 
journey through 4 restaurants, is already sold out.

Other events are more than 50 percent booked.

This year's theme is The Art of Dining with participants urged to look beyond 
the food on the table.

Peter Knipp, Organiser of the World Gourmet Summit, said: "Of course the 
chefs stand out, but so do the winemakers, so do the people that do the 
delivery and that is extremely important, and we are looking at the client, the 
guest to be able to recognise all 3 of these aspects for what they are."

The Art of Dining is not only about the art of cooking or the art of food 
presentation, as for the coming summit and for the first time, it is also going 
to be about the art of the chefs. 

Paintings and photography works by the chefs will be displayed at the 
Masterchef Safaris. 

And also for the first time, beer will be part of the Summit.

Organisers say beer is among the oldest beverages.

However mass production has diluted its level of sophistication.

But organisers believe one beer from New Zealand will win over critics who 
think the beverage cannot compare to wine.

Mr Knipp said: "This particular beer has such a great spectrum of flavour it 
just fits so much with some of the food. It's not about downgrading, it's quite 
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the opposite, we're bringing back a product to where it belongs."

So the summit may bring about a new way to say cheers. 

 Singapore News »
• Singapore urges Europe to boost SE Asia links through FTA
• Tharman calms jittery property market ahead of CPF revamp
• Anti-riot squad ready to take up any challenge
• DPM Tan visits Navy to view operational preparedness of corvettes
• This year's Speak Good English Movement launched
• President Nathan urges companies to explore opportunities in S Korea
• Kranji tragedy: Mother, daughter to be cremated Friday
• Diabetic patients can now go to selected GPs for eye treatment
• Long queues form at Sengkang HDB office for flat selection on Sat
• High Court dismisses SDP chief's application to admit two QCs
• Brain Centre and National Neuroscience Institute to merge
• Suntec City, CityCab to use mobile phone payment system
• TODAY newspaper to introduce special weekend edition at 50 cents
• Smooth start to use of EZ-link but still long queues for card
• Singapore PM congratulates new President of East Timor
• Shell joins in petrol pump price hike
• Bowling, sailing still being considered for 2003 SEA Games: Vietnam
• NSman suspected of setting himself on fire at mosque
• Keppel Corp's Q1 profit hits S$82m
• DBS Vickers' remisiers file petition against management
• StanChart to join S'pore electronic debit card network
• Inchcape Motor shares jump 16% as parent raises takeover offer
• CapitaLand buys Shanghai housing site for S$154m
• NTUC Choice Homes, Chip Eng Seng unit clinch Ang Mo Kio condominium 
site
• S'pore feels fallout as global oil prices rise on Mideast tensions
• Koh Bros secures S$197m foundation works contract
• Tampines Rovers beat Gombak United 2-1 in S-League
• Rugby: Singapore to add local flavour to Rugby 7s
• <A
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